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Controlling magnetic and transport properties of granular alloys
through Joule heating

F. C. S. da Silva,a) E. F. Ferrari, and M. Knobel
Instituto de Fı´sica ‘‘Gleb Wataghin,’’ Universidade Estadual de Campinas (UNICAMP), CP 6165,
13083-970 Campinas, Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil
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Melt-spun Cu–Co ribbons are annealed by linearly varying current Joule heating. During the
annealing, the electrical resistance is measured in order to follow the structural transformations
within the samples. The resistance versus current curves show a characteristic behavior for all
samples studied. This fact is used to specify optimum conditions to obtain the best nanostructure
which displays the maximum giant magnetoresistance ratio. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~98!04521-6#
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Giant magnetoresistance~GMR! has been observed i
granular Cu–Co alloys1–3 and subsequently in a number
other granular metals, where ferromagnetic particles are
bedded in a nonmagnetic matrix.4,5 It is generally accepted
that the mechanism responsible for this effect is the sp
dependent electron scattering within the grains and at t
boundaries.6 In most experiments the samples are annea
to modify the nanostructure, and a maximum of GMR
observed in the annealing temperature range of 500– 550
as a consequence of the precipitation, growth, and coar
ing of the magnetic particles.7–11 What is still lacking, how-
ever, is an effective procedure to control such structu
transformations during the annealing process.

In Joule heating~JH! techniques, an electrical current
applied to anneal metallic samples, releasing heat and
sequently increasing the temperature of the material. Th
techniques have been successfully used to anneal amorp
metallic materials and granular solids, resulting in bet
magnetic and mechanical properties.9,12–14Owing to the pos-
sibility of obtaining high heating and cooling rate
('100 K s21), pulses of high current are usually applie
~also known as flash annealing!, which allows one to obtain
off-equilibrium phases. However, this ‘‘fast’’ Joule heatin
hinders the possibility of monitoring the structural transfo
mations which take place in the samples. This drawback
be overcome by slowly increasing the applied current a
following the behavior of the electrical resistanceR during
annealing, a technique introduced here and called line
varying current Joule heating~LVC-JH!.

In this communication, we apply LVC-JH to anne
Cu0.90Co0.10 and Cu0.85Co0.15 melt-spun ribbons. We asse
that it is possible to control the structural transformatio
which occur during annealing by the on-line monitoring
the sample’s resistance. An accurate control can be
formed because the resistance behavior is extremely re
ducible in all samples studied, independent of fluctuations
the sample’s width, thickness and initial resistance. The

a!Electronic mail: fcss@ifi.unicamp.br
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nealing currentI was interrupted at different points of th
R(I) characteristic curve, and structural, magnetic and tra
port properties were investigated to achieve an optim
structure which presents the best GMR ratio.

The experimental setup of the LVC-JH is composed
two pairs of U-shaped contacts used for clamping the end
the sample within a small region in order to minimize the
mal losses by conduction. The currentI, applied by two of
the contacts, is varied step-by-step~incrementDI 50.1 A,
time interval Dt510 s!, from 0 to 15 A. The heating rate
DI /Dt can be properly adjusted according to the dynamics
the processes observed during the treatment. The vol
drop V across the sample is measured through the other
contacts, giving a direct measurement of the electrical re
tanceR5V/I . During the annealing, the sample is kept in
531022 mbar vacuum in order to avoid oxidation and min
mize convective thermal losses. The measurement is c
pletely computer controlled, and therefore the on-line ana
sis of bothR(I ) anddR(I )/dI curves allows one to precisel
determine at which point the annealing can be interrupted
is also possible to specify the way the annealing curren
decreased to zero: slow decrease or abrupt interruption.

The LVC-JH was applied in 0.1 m long ribbon strips
pure Cu, Cu0.90Co0.10, and Cu0.85Co0.15 ~average widthl
55 mm and thicknessd550 mm! which were obtained by
planar flow casting in vacuum. Figure 1 shows the char
teristic R(I ) curves. For pure Cu, the experimental data
fitted using the JH model for metallic ribbons presented
Ref. 13. In this model, the Joule powerRI2 is responsible for
the heating of the sample, while radiation is the main h
loss mechanism. In alloys which display a positive tempe
ture coefficient of resistance~TCR!, an increase of tempera
ture gives rise to an increase of resistance, and the expe
curve is a parabola such as the one obtained for pure Cu@see
Fig. 1~c!#.13 The same model properly fits the Cu–Co curv
for small currents~I ,5 A for Cu0.90Co0.10, andI ,3.5 A for
Cu0.85Co0.15, see Fig. 1!. For higher values ofI, the resis-
tance drops as a consequence of the Co precipitation, a
clear maximum is observed. As the grain size enlarges,
interparticle separation increases and structural disorder
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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 [This a
ens, resulting in the decrease of resistance, down to a m
mum. After this minimum, the samples seem to behave ag
like an ordinary metal, until another transformation~for I
.11 A!, probably related to the coalescence of t
precipitates,15 takes place. All samples studied~more than
100! have displayed a similar behavior, independent of th
initial resistance, width, and thickness. Actually, for ea
composition, theR(I ) curves closely follow a universal be
havior, if one properly normalizes the current and resista
axes by the corresponding values at the first maxim
(I max, Rmax).

Using the characteristicR(I ) curve as a guide, we
abruptly interrupted the LVC-JH at different current value
in order to follow the structural transformations which occ
in these samples. Besides CuKa1 x-ray diffractometry, we
have indirectly determined the structural and magnetic
rameters of the samples through magnetic data. The ma
tization and magnetoresistance were measured at room
perature, using a vibrating sample magnetometer with
magnetic fieldH varying from 0 to 1.4 T.

In the initial stages of Co precipitation, the magne
grains are small enough to behave as superparamagnetic
ticles, and the magnetization curves are accurately fitted
superposition of Langevin functions weighted by a lo
normal distribution function. In these cases it is possible

FIG. 1. Typical resistanceR vs electrical currentI curves for ~a!
Cu0.85Co0.15, ~b! Cu0.90Co0.10, and~c! pure Cu. Arrows indicate the point
where the largest GMR ratios were found.
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obtain the magnetic moment distribution and the fraction
precipitated Co that contribute to the saturati
magnetization.16

Figure 2 shows the saturation magnetizationMs and
GMR ratio @MR51003(RH51.4 T2RH50 T)/RH50 T# for
two sets of samples obtained by stopping the treatment
certain currentI end @Cu0.85Co0.15, Fig. 2~a! and Cu0.90Co0.10,
Fig. 2~b!#. In both plotsI end is normalized by the values o
the current at a first maximum (I max) of the corresponding
R(I ) curve. Before the maximum, the saturation magneti
tion remains almost constant~'9 emu/g for Cu0.90Co0.10 and
'15 emu/g for Cu0.85Co0.15, not shown in Fig. 2!. After the
first maximum,Ms gradually increases, achieving the lim
value ~21.9 emu/g for Cu0.85Co0.15 and 15.1 emu/g for
Cu0.90Co0.10! when all Co present in the sample precipitate
From an analysis of the magnetic data, we infer that
evolution of the magnetically active Co fraction probab
starts at the inflection point before the first maximum of t
R(I ) curve and continues just until the minimum, at whic
practically all the Co contributes to the saturation magn
zation. The largest GMR ratio occurs forI end close to the
minimum in the characteristicR(I ) curve ~see the arrows
indicating the corresponding points in Fig. 1!. In these
points, the estimated mean Co grain size is 1.8 nm
Cu0.85Co0.15 and 1.1 nm for Cu0.90Co0.10. After the minimum

FIG. 2. GMR ratio~circles! and saturation magnetization~triangles! as func-
tions of the current at which the Joule heating was stoppedI end, normalized
by the value of current where the first maximum in theR(I ) curves occurs
I max: ~a! Cu0.85Co0.15 and ~b! Cu0.90Co0.10.
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in R(I ) curves, the magnetization curves of all annea
samples cannot be fitted by the superparamagnetic mo
and it is observed that the GMR ratio starts decreasing. T
effect is attributed to the growth and coarsening of block
magnetic grains. In fact, for high values ofI end @after the
second maximum of theR(I ) curve# the x-ray diffraction
profiles shown in Fig. 3 reveal the fcc structure of the alrea
large Co grains. The fcc structure was observed indep
dently of the way the electrical current was decreased.

The evolution of the sample’s resistance as a function
the annealing current is successfully used to monitor the
precipitation. Generally speaking, allR(I ) curves display a
similar behavior, a fact that can be explored to stop the
nealing at a convenient point. The results indicate that
maximum of the GMR ratio occurs when almost all the C

FIG. 3. X-ray diffraction data of the same samples shown in Fig. 1:~a!
Cu0.85Co0.15 and ~b! Cu0.90Co0.10.
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is magnetically active, but the grains are st
superparamagnetic—more precisely, atI end/I max51.62 for
Cu0.90Co0.10 and atI end/I max51.72 for Cu0.85Co0.15. Further-
more, it is worth noting that the experimental procedure
rapid, feasible and extremely reproducible, enabling a p
cise determination of the point where the material will d
play the best GMR properties.

In conclusion, we employed the LVC variation of th
Joule heating technique to follow the structural~precipitation
and growth of Co grains! and magnetic~saturation magneti-
zation and GMR ratio! properties of granular Cu–Co alloys
The results indicate that it is therefore possible to establis
precise criterium to perform optimal thermal treatments. T
reproducibility of the experimental results suggests that so
other properties related to the structure of the material, es
cially those of technological interest, can be controlled
the same method.
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‘‘Galileo Ferraris,’’ Torino, Italy, for supplying the as-cas
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